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Abstract
In this paper we construct holographic interface solutions in the Chern-Simons formulation
of higher-spin gravity. It is shown that the global regularity of the gauge connection imposes
conditions on the conserved currents consistent with interface being totally transmissive or
topological. An interface solution connecting the W3 and W
(2)
3 vacuum is constructed in
the SL(3, R) higher spin gravity. An interface solution corresponding to turning on relevant
deformations in higher spin SL(4, R) gravity is presented.
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1 Introduction
Recently, there has been a renewed interest higher spin gravity primarily in the formulation
due to Vasiliev and collaborators (see e.g. [1] for a review). This was partially motivated by
the conjecture of Klebanov and Polyakov [2] that such theories in four dimensions are dual to
the large N limit of three dimensional O(N) vector models.
In three dimensions higher spin theories can be implemented as a Chern-Simons gauge
theory, generalizing the formulation of three dimensional gravity with a negative cosmological
constant as SL(2, R) × SL(2, R) Chern-Simons gauge theory [3, 4]. The simplest case is
obtained by replacing the SL(2, R) gauge group by SL(N,R) and describes a theory of higher
spin fields with spins up to s = 2, 3, · · · , N . On the dual CFT side, Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction
[5] gives a realization of WN symmetry. This generalizes the Virasoro symmetry of the pure
gravity case [6, 7, 8]. The three dimensional version of Vasiliev theory is constructed as a
Chern-Simons based on the infinite dimensional gauge algebra hs(λ) [9, 10, 11]. The SL(N,R)
gauge group leads to a purely topological theory in the bulk with no propagating physical
degrees of freedom. On the other hand for the infinite dimensional gauge algebra hs(λ), it
is possible to consistently couple propagating matter to the higher spin gravity theory. The
bulk theory was conjectured [12, 13, 14] to be dual to a t’Hooft like limit of coset WN minimal
models
SU(N)k ⊗ SU(N)1
SU(N)k+1
k,N →∞, λ = N
N + k
fixed (1.1)
Many interesting solutions of higher spin gravity have been found and interpreted on the
CFT side. Examples are generalizations of the BTZ black hole carrying higher spin charge
and conical defects. A novel feature of higher spin gravity manifests itself in these examples:
in general the metric is not invariant under higher spin gauge transformations and purely
geometric characterizations of what constitutes a black hole [15, 16, 17, 18] or a conical
singularity [19] are not gauge invariant. A new criterion for regularity involving holonomy
conditions on the Chern-Simons connections was proposed in [15].
The asymptotic symmetry of the AdS vacuum in SL(N,R)×SL(N,R) higher spin gravity
depends on the embedding of the SL(2, R) sub-algebra inside SL(N,R). For the principal
embedding one obtains WN symmetry, whereas for non-principal embeddings other higher
spin algebras such as the Bershadsky-Polyakov W
(2)
3 algebra [20, 21] occur. See [22, 23] for
recent work on such theories.
It is also possible to consider solutions of higher spin gravity where the asymptotic geometry
is not AdS3, examples in the literature contain Lifshitz, warped AdS and Lobachevsky geome-
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tries [24, 25]. One common feature of such solutions is that they only work for non-principal
embeddings of SL(2, R), in which additional singlet sectors are present in the branching of
SL(2, R) representations.
The goal of this note is to construct new solutions of higher spin gravity which realize
interface 1 or Janus geometries. A Janus solution [28] uses an AdSd slicing of AdSd+1 to
construct a gravity solution which is dual to a defect or interface CFT. The simplest example
can be constructed in type IIB, utilizing an AdS4 slicing of AdS5 where only the dilaton and
the metric have a nontrivial profile. This solution is dual to 3 + 1 dimensional N = 4 SYM
theory with the Yang-Mills coupling jumping across a 2 + 1 dimensional interface. In recent
years other solutions have been constructed in supergravity including supersymmetric Janus
solutions in type IIB supergravity [29, 30, 31], M-theory [32] and six dimensional supergravity
[33, 34]. A feature of all of these solutions is that the interface is one between two CFTs at
different points in their moduli space. More generally interfaces can connect different CFTs.
A special class of interface CFTs are so called topological interfaces [35, 36], which are totally
transmissive [37].
The structure and the main results of the paper are as follows: In section 2 we introduce
our notation and conventions and present the Chern-Simons gauge connections which produce
AdS3 in AdS2 slicing coordinates. In the simplest setting of pure gravity we show that the
natural boundary conditions on the stress tensor are characteristic of a totally transmissive
or topological interface. In section 3 we consider the simplest higher spin theory, namely
SL(3, R)×SL(3, R) Chern-Simons theory and construct a solution which realizes an interface
between the two different AdS3 vacua corresponding to the principal and non-principal em-
beddings, namely the W3 and W
(2)
3 vacuum. In section 4 we consider the SL(4, R)×SL(4, R)
theory and construct a Janus-like interface solution between the same CFT on both sides.
The presence of SL(2, R) singlets in the embedding, i.e. the fact that we have to utilize a
non-principal embedding, is essential in this construction. We close the paper in section 5
with a discussion of our results and direction for further work. Some technical details are
relegated to appendices.
1See [27] for an early construction of interface and boundary CFTs in the context of AdS/CFT.
3
2 Interface solution in Chern-Simons gravity
The Chern-Simons formulation of three dimensional (higher-spin) gravity is based on two
copies of Chern-Simons action at level k and −k.
S = SCS[A]− SCS[A¯] (2.1)
where
SCS[A] =
k
4pi
∫
tr
(
A ∧ dA+ 2
3
A ∧ A ∧ A
)
(2.2)
The equations of motion are simply flatness conditions,
F = dA+ A ∧ A = 0, F¯ = dA¯+ A¯ ∧ A¯ = 0 (2.3)
In this section we discuss the Chern-Simons formulation of pure gravity which uses SL(2, R)×
SL(2, R) gauge connections. Since the construction of higher spin solution always involves
an embedding of SL(2, R) which realizes the spin 2 sector, the results obtained here are the
starting point for the higher spin generalizations. The vielbein and spin connection are related
to the CS gauge fields as follows
e =
1
2
(A− A¯), ω = 1
2
(A+ A¯) (2.4)
and the metric is obtained from the gauge connections by
gµν = 2tr(eµeν) (2.5)
The starting point of constructing interface solutions is to express the AdS3 metric as an AdS2
slicing
ds22 = dµ
2 + cosh2 µ
(−dt2 + dz2
z2
)
(2.6)
Here µ ∈ [−∞,∞] is the slicing coordinate and the boundary of AdS3 is made up from two
half spaces at µ→ ±∞ glued together at a real line at z → 0.
The SL(2, R) gauge connection which realizes the metric (2.6) is most easily constructed
using light cone coordinates, defining x+ = 1
2
(z + t), x− = 1
2
(z − t).
A = b−1ab+ b−1db, A¯ = ba¯b−1 + b d(b−1) (2.7)
with b = eµl0and the µ independent connections a±dx± and a¯±dx± are given by
a+ =
1
z
(
l+ + l0
)
, a− =
1
z
(
l− − l0
)
a¯+ =
1
z
(− l+ + l0), a¯− = 1
z
(− l− − l0) (2.8)
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It is easy to check that using (2.7) and (2.5) the connection (2.8) indeed reproduces the metric
(2.6).
2.1 Asymptotic symmetries
The the metric formulation of AdS3 gravity, the conformal transformations given by the
Virasoro algebra are constructed from diffeomorphisms which preserve the asymptotic AdS
metric. In the Chern-Simons formulation the asymptotic symmetries are realized by gauge
transformations
δA = dΛ + [A,Λ], δA¯ = dΛ¯ + [A, Λ¯] (2.9)
preserving the asymptotic structure of the gauge connection. In the following we will consider
a special class of gauge transformations adapted to the µ slicing in (2.7)
Λ = b−1λ(x+, x−)b, Λ¯ = bλ¯(x+, x−)b−1 (2.10)
Here we will display the argument only for the gauge connection A and only summarize the
results for the gauge connection A¯ at the end of this section. We consider a deformation of
the AdS background given by a “right” connection parameterized by
AR+ = b
−11
z
(
l+ + l0 + z
2LR(x+)l−
)
b =
1
z
(
eµl+ + l0 + z
2e−µLR(x+)l−
)
AR− = b
−11
z
(
l− − l0
)
b =
1
z
(
e−µl− − l0
)
(2.11)
It is easy to verify that this connection satisfies the flatness condition for an LR which depends
only on x+. Furthermore in the limit µ → ∞, the LR-dependent term in AR+ decays expo-
nentially and does not alter the asymptotic AdS geometry. The gauge transformation which
does not alter the asymptotic geometry in the µ → ∞ limit is generated by an infinitesimal
gauge transformation parameter R(x+)
λR =
R
z
l+ +
(2R
z
− ∂+R
)
l0 +
(
− 
R
z
+ ∂+
R − z
2
∂2+
R +
2pizLR
k
R
)
l− (2.12)
Under this gauge transformation the connection (2.11) remains the same apart from LR which
transforms as
δLR = R∂+LR + 2∂+RLR − k
4pi
∂3+
R (2.13)
Which is exactly the infinitesimal version of the Virasoro algebra if we identify LR with the
stress tensor. Recall that the AdS3 boundary contains three components: two half spaces
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reached by taking µ → ±∞ and a real line at which the two half spaces are glued together
at z → 0. Hence the above analysis is only valid for the “right” half space reached by taking
µ→∞. In addition, the LR dependent term in (2.11) is dominant when one takes µ→ −∞.
To remedy this situation we introduce a second “left” connection dependent on LL(x−)
AL+ =
1
z
b−1
(
l+ + l0
)
b =
1
z
(
e−µl+ + l0
)
,
AL− =
1
z
b−1
(
l− − l0 + z2LL(x−)l+
)
b =
1
z
(
e−µl− − l0 + z2eµLL(x−)l+
)
(2.14)
In this case the LL decays as µ→ −∞ as one approaches the “left” boundary component. The
gauge transformation which leaves the asymptotic AdS geometry unchanged is parameterized
by a function L(x−).
λL =
L
z
l− −
(2L
z
− ∂−L
)
l0 +
(
− 
L
z
+ ∂−L − z
2
∂2−
L +
2pizLL
k
L
)
l+ (2.15)
and under this gauge transformation LL transforms as
δLL = L∂−LL + 2∂−LLL − k
4pi
∂3−
L (2.16)
Hence we have constructed a left moving and right moving copy of the Virasoro algebra via
Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction. However the left and the right moving symmetries are only well
defined on the left and right boundary component respectively. In the next section we will
argue that the stress tensors have to satisfy matching conditions for the gauge connections to
be globally defined.
2.2 Interface matching conditions
In order to obtain a gauge connection which is well defined for all µ and asymptotes to the
AdS values for both µ→ +∞ and µ→ −∞ the R and L gauge connections have to be related
by a gauge transformation at some finite value of µ = µ0. It is possible to perform this gauge
transformation on the a± fields. This implies that the µ, where the left and right connections
are matched, can be chosen arbitrarily. Hence, we are looking for a gauge transformation
g(x+, x−) such that
aR± = g
−1 aL± g + g
−1∂±g (2.17)
We limit ourselves to considering an infinitesimal stress energy tensor deformation LL,R = o()
LR(x+) =  TR(x+) + o(2), LL(x−) =  T¯L(x−) + o(2) (2.18)
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and gauge transformations
g = 1 + 
(
H+(x
+, x−)l+ +H−(x+, x−)l− +H1(x+, x−)l0
)
+ o(2)
g¯ = 1 + 
(
G+(x
+, x−)l+ +G−(x+, x−)l− +G1(x+, x−)l0
)
+ o(2)
The matching condition (2.17) can be satisfied with the following choices
H+ =
1
2
(
h(x+) + h¯(x−)
z
− h¯′(x−) + z
2
h¯′′(x−)
)
H− =
1
2
(
−h(x
+) + h¯(x−)
z
+ h′(x+)− z
2
h′′(x+)
)
H1 =
(
h(x+) + h¯(x−)
z
− 1
2
h′(x+)− 1
2
h¯′(x−)
)
(2.19)
where the parameters h, h¯ satisfy
∂3+h = −
2pi
k
TR(x+), ∂3−h¯ = −
2pi
k
T¯L(x−) (2.20)
Note that a matching gauge transformation g has to be finite, and due to the 1/z factors this
condition imposes a boundary condition on h, h¯(
h(x+) + h¯(x−)
)
|z=0 = 0 (2.21)
Using the relation (2.20) and the fact that at z = 0 the light cone derivatives satisfy ∂+ = −∂−,
we find that the boundary condition on T(
TR(x+)− T¯L(x−)
)∣∣
z=0
= 0 (2.22)
An analogous calculation for the gauge transformations of the barred gauge connection A¯
leads to the condition (
T¯R(x−)− TL(x+)
)∣∣
z=0
= 0 (2.23)
Hence the matching conditions of the fluctuations of the stress energy tensor are the ones of
a completely transmissive or topological interface.
3 RG-Interface solution in SL(3, R) higher spin gravity
The Chern-Simons formulation of three dimensional AdS gravity can be generalized by re-
placing SL(2, R) by other gauge groups. The simplest case is given by SL(3, R). This theory
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was studied in detail in [6] and it was shown that the CS theory is equivalent to AdS gravity
coupled to a massless spin three field. Using the expression of the vielbein (2.4) in terms of
the connection, the metric and spin 3 field can be expressed as
gµν =
1
2
tr(eµeν), φµνρ =
1
6
tr(e(µeνeρ)) (3.1)
The SL(3, R) connections which reproduce the AdS2 slicing of AdS3 are of the same form
as in (2.8) with the matrix form of the generators given in appendix A. The symmetry of the
boundary theory can be determined by repeating the Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction described in
section 2.1 with the connection
aR+ =
1
z
(
l1 + l0 − 2pi
k
z2LR(x+)l− − pi
2k
z3WR(x+) w−2
)
, aR− =
1
z
(
l−1 − l0
)
(3.2)
The gauge transformations (2.9) which leave the asymptotic form of the AdS geometry un-
changed in the limit µ→ +∞ generate W3 transformations where L transforms as the stress
tensor and W as the spin three W generator (see e.g. [15] for details).
As discussed in the previous section in the connection AR obtained from aR, the terms
containing L and W are only subleading in the µ → +∞ limit, corresponding to one half-
space. As before we have to introduce a second gauge connection aL which covers the other
boundary half space, reached by taking µ→ −∞.
aL+ =
1
z
(
l1 + l0
)
, aL− =
1
z
(
− l− − l0 + 2pi
k
z2L¯L(x−)l+ + pi
2k
z3W¯L(x−) w2
)
(3.3)
As in section 2 we demand that the two gauge connections are gauge equivalent in an over-
lapping region of finite µ. The finiteness of such a gauge transformation imposes conditions
relating LR(x+),WR(x+) to LL(x−),WL(x−) at the interface. Since the L,W are dual to
the stress tensor and spin three current in the dual CFT we can obtain interface conditions
relating the left and right moving quantities at z = 0. We relegate some details of calculation
to appendix B and only give the final result here:(
TR(x+)− T¯L(x−)
)∣∣∣
z=0
= 0,
(
WR(x+)− W¯L(x−)
)∣∣∣
z=0
= 0(
T¯R(x−)− TL(x+)
)∣∣∣
z=0
= 0,
(
W¯R(x−)−WL(x+)
)∣∣∣
z=0
= 0, (3.4)
The boundary condition for the stress tensor imply that the interface is topological and the
boundary conditions on the conserved spin three current are the natural generalization for W3
CFTs. The study of topological interfaces in WN CFTs would be very interesting but to our
knowledge this has not yet been done.
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3.1 RG-flow interface
For SL(3, R) there are two inequivalent embeddings of SL(2, R). The principal embedding
corresponds to choosing l±1, l0 as the SL(2, R) generators. The principal embedding produces
an asymptotic AdS geometry which has a CFT with W3 symmetry. On the other hand a non-
principal embedding corresponds to choosing (rescaled) w±2, l0 as the SL(2, R) generators.
Using these generators to construct the asymptotic AdS geometry produces a CFT with the
Polyakov-Bershadsky W
(2)
3 symmetry algebra. The black hole solutions of [15] were interpreted
[16] (in a particular gauge) as wormhole solutions corresponding to a RG flow between the
two two CFTs.
Here we present a simple modification of the AdS2 slicing connection which produces an
interface between the W3 vacuum on one half space and the W
(2)
3 vacuum on the other.
A+ =
1
z
(
eµl1 + l0
)
, A− =
1
z
(
c e−2µw−2 − e−µl−1 − l0
)
, Aµ = l0
A¯+ =
1
z
(
− c e−2µw2 + l0 − l1
)
, A¯− =
1
z
(
− eµl−1 − l0
)
, A¯µ = −l0
(3.5)
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3
Μ
-20
-15
-10
-5
R
c=0.5
c=2
c=10
Figure 1: Plot of Ricci scalar (3.8) for various values of c.
Note that the deformation depends on a single parameter c. The leading terms of the
connection in the µ → ∞ limit depend on l±1 and hence produce the W3 vacuum and the
leading term in the µ→ −∞ limit depend on w±2 and produce the W (2)3 vacuum. Using (3.1)
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the metric takes the following form
ds2 = dµ2 − (e−4µc2 + cosh2 µ) 1
z2
(
− dt2 + dz2
)
(3.6)
The non-vanishing components of the spin 3 field are given by
φttz = −ce
2µ cosh2 µ
z3
, φz,z,z = 3c
e2µ cosh2 µ
z3
(3.7)
The Ricci scalar calculated from the metric (3.6) is given by
R =
e8µ cosh2 µ
(
1 + 3 cosh 2µ
)− 4c2(6c2 + 2e2µ + 4e4µ + 3e6µ)
(c2 + e4µ cosh2 µ)2
(3.8)
One concludes from (3.8) and figure 2 that the solution interpolates between two asymp-
totic AdS regions with cosmological constant Λ = −8 for µ→ −∞ and Λ = −2 for µ→ +∞
corresponding to the W 3 invariant and W
(2)
3 invariant vacua. It is tempting to interpret this
solution as a realization of the idea of a RG-flow interface originally proposed in [38].
4 Interface solution in SL(4, R) higher spin gravity
A Janus solution in gravity is an interface solution between CFTs at different points in their
moduli space. In particular this means that the central charge c is the same on both sides of
the interface. Such a solution is different from the RG-flow interface presented in section 3. As
for the solutions of CS higher spin gravity which are non-AdS, like Lifshitz and warped AdS
[24, 25], we were unable to find Janus solutions for embedding which do not contain singlets.
The simplest non-rotating solution we were able to construct utilized the (2, 2) embedding of
SL(4, R). The SL(2, R) generators are denoted by l−1, l0, l+1. The branching and the explicit
form of the generators are displayed in appendix A. The (2, 2) embedding contains three
SL(2, R) triplets and three singlets, which will be denoted as s−1, s0, s+1. For all embeddings
the spin s of the SL(2, R) representation is related to the spin Σ of the associated field in
AdS3 by Σ = s+ 1. The conformal dimension of the conserved CFT current dual to the spin
S field is ∆ = s+ 1.
As an explicit example we consider the following one parameter family of connections A, A¯
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which are of the form (2.7) with b = eµl0
A+ =
1
z
(
− eµl1 + l0 + s0 + (1− 2ex1)s1
)
A− =
1
z
(
e−µl−1 − l0 − (1− ex1)s0 + e
x1
2
s−1 − (1− 1
2
ex1)s1
)
A¯+ =
1
z
(
e−µl1 + l0 + s0 + (1− 2e−x1)s1
)
A¯− =
1
z
(
− eµl−1 − l0 − (1− e−x1)s0 + e
−x1
2
s−1 − (1− 1
2
e−x1)s1
)
(4.1)
It is straightforward to verify that the connection (4.1) satisfies the equation of motion. The
metric (2.5) obtained from the connection is given by
ds2 =
1
2
{
dµ2 +
(
cosh2 µ− sinh2 x1
)−dt2 + dz2
z2
}
(4.2)
Note that the metric is a deformation of the AdS3 vacuum as can be seen from the plot of the
Ricci-scalar as a function of x1
-3 -2 -1 1 2 3
Μ
-18
-16
-14
-12
R
x1=0
x1=0.2
x1=0.4
x1=0.6
Figure 2: Plot of Ricci-scalar (4.3) for various values of x1.
R =
8 cosh(2µ)
(
2 cosh 2x1 − 5
)
+ 8 cosh(2x1)− 6 cosh(4µ)− 26
(2 + cosh
(
2µ)− 2 cosh(2x1)
)2 (4.3)
The geometry in both in the µ→ ±∞ limit asymptotes to AdS space with the same cosmo-
logical constant corresponding to a vacuum for the W algebra related to the (2, 2) embedding.
Note that the metric develops a naked singularity for the critical value x1 =
1
2
cosh−1 3. As
discussed above, the singlets are dual to spin one currents. Since the conformal dimension of
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these currents is one, turning on these fields corresponds to a IR relevant deformation which
grows away from the boundary. Such solutions were found in [39] for ordinary AdS gravity
coupled to a massive scalar and display qualitatively similar features.
5 Discussion
In the present paper we have constructed new solutions of higher spin gravity in the Chern-
Simons formulation, which are dual to interface CFTs. These solutions are constructed by
deforming the Chern-Simons connections of an AdS3 in AdS2 slicing coordinates. Due to the
fact that there are two boundary components the asymptotic Virasoro (and WN) symmetries
are realized separately on the two boundary components and have to be glued together by an
Chern-Simons gauge transformation. This existence of such a gauge transformation imposes
conditions on the stress tensor and other conserved currents along the interface which con-
nects the two boundary components. The conditions imposed on the stress tensor are totally
transmissive and correspond to topological interface solutions. We also constructed solutions
which are interface theories with CFTs deformed by IR relevant spatially dependent couplings
first found in [39]. In the example we have found it was necessary to employ SL(2, R) singlet
fields, which only appear in non-principal embeddings.
Furthermore we have constructed Janus like solutions corresponding to interfaces between
the W3 and W
(2)
3 vacua the SL(3, R) higher spin theory. Such solutions can be interpreted
as interfaces of theories related by RG flows in the spirit of [38]. In this context it would be
very interesting to consider generalizations of these construction to the case of hs(λ) higher
spin theory since a concrete dual exists [12, 13, 14] as a coset CFT and the methods of
classifying and constructing topological interfaces developed in [38] could be compared to the
bulk construction outlined in the present paper. Another interesting and important feature
of hs(λ) theory lies in the fact that it is possible to consistently couple propagating scalars
to the theory. A particularly simple case might be the λ = 1 where one has a massless scalar
and one might expect the possibility to construct a dual of a Janus solution [28]. Furthermore
the dual theory is one of free fermions in which interface conditions can be investigated using
CFT techniques [36, 40]. Another interesting quantity which can be calculated for a interface
CFT is the entanglement entropy across the interface [41]. This quantity can be related
to the boundary entropy of the interface [42]. This entanglement entropy was calculated
holographically in [43, 44, 45] for Janus solutions in supergravity. It would be interesting to
investigate wether the entanglement entropy can be calculated from the Chern-Simons side.
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We leave these questions for future work.
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A Conventions
In this appendix explicit expressions for the SL(N,R) generators used in the body of the text
are presented.
• The SL(2, R) generators are given by
l+ =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, l− =
(
0 0
1 0
)
, l0 =
1
2
( −1 0
0 1
)
(A.1)
and satisfy the following commutation relations
[l+, l0] = l+, [l−, l0] = −l−, [l+, l−] = −2l0 (A.2)
• The SL(3, R) generators employed in section 3 are given by
l+ =
 0 0 01 0 0
0 1 0
 , l0 =
 1 0 00 0 0
0 0 −1
 , l− =
 0 −2 00 0 −2
0 0 0

w2 =
 0 0 00 0 0
2 0 0
 , w1 =
 0 0 01 0 0
0 −1 0
 , w0 = 2
3
 1 0 00 −2 0
0 0 1

w−1 =
 0 −2 00 0 2
0 0 0
 , w−2 =
 0 0 80 0 0
0 0 0
 (A.3)
There are two inequivalent embeddings of SL(2, R) in SL(3, R). The principal embedding
chooses l+, l0, l−. The wi, i = −2, · · · , 2 form a spin 2 representation of SL(2, R). A second
SL(2, R) embedding is given by 1
4
W2,
1
2
L0,−14W−2 where the other generators split into a
singlet generated by W0 and two spin half multiplets generated by W1, L−1 and L1,W−1
respectively.
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• The basis of SL(4, R) generators used in section 4 is taken from [24] (a slightly different
but equivalent basis was used in [46]). Note that the inequivalent SL(2, R) embeddings in
SL(N,R) are labelled by a partition (n1, n2, · · · , nk) of N . For the construction of the Janus
solution in section 4 we need the n1 = 2, n2 = 2 embedding. The generators split into three
spin one triplets and three singlets. The SL(2, R) generators are given by
l0 =
1
2

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
 , l+ =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
 , l− =

0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 (A.4)
The singlets are given by
s[0] =
1
2

1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
 , s[+] =

0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 −
 , s[−] =

0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0
 , (A.5)
In addition there are three triplet generators which are not needed in the main body of
the paper, there explicit form can be found in [24].
B Gauge transformation for SL(3, R) interface
The right and left gauge connections (B.1) and (B.2) are given by
aR+ =
1
z
(
l1 + l0 − 2pi
k
z2LR(x+)l− − pi
2k
z3WR(x+) w−2
)
, aR− =
1
z
(
l−1 − l0
)
(B.1)
and
aL+ =
1
z
(
l1 + l0
)
, aL− =
1
z
(
− l− − l0 + 2pi
k
z2L¯L(x−)l+ + pi
2k
z3W¯L(x−) w2
)
(B.2)
We demand that the left and right gauge connections are gauge equivalent in an overlapping
region of finite µ, i.e.
aR+ = g
−1aL+g − g−1∂+g, aR− = g−1aL−g − g−1∂−g (B.3)
Here we only display the unbarred gauge field, the barred gauge fields obey an analogous rela-
tion. For a finite SL(3, R) group element which can depend on x+, x− but is independent of µ.
Repeating the argument presented in section 2 we limit ourselves to infinitesimal deformations
LL,R =  TL,R, WL,R =  WL,R (B.4)
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where we identify T with the stress tensor and W3 with the generator. The infinitesimal gauge
transformation is given by
g = 1 + 
{
H1l+ +H2l0 +H3l−1 +H4w2 +H5w1 +H6w0 +H7w−1 +H8w−2
}
+ o(2)
(B.5)
The matching condition (B.3) can be solved in terms of two right moving functions f+(x
+), g+(x
+)
and two left moving functions f−(x−), g−(x−).
H1 =
1
2z
(
f+ + f−
)− 1
2
∂−f− +
1
4
z∂2−f−
H2 =
1
z
(
f+ + f−
)− 1
2
(
∂+f+ + ∂−f−
)
H3 =
1
2z
(
f+ + f−
)− 1
2
∂+f+ +
1
4
z∂2+f+
H4 =
1
6z2
(
g+ + g−
)− 1
6z
∂−g− +
1
12
∂2−g− −
z
36
∂3−g− +
z2
144
∂4−g−
H5 =
2
3z2
(
g+ + g−
)− 1
6z
(
∂+g+ + 3∂−g−
)
+
1
6
∂2−g− −
z
36
∂3−g−
H6 =
1
z2
(
g+ + g−
)− 1
2z
(
∂+g+ + ∂−g−
)
+
1
12
(
∂2+g+ + ∂
2
−g−
)
H7 =
2
3z2
(
g+ + g−
)− 1
6z
(
∂+g+ + 3∂−g−
)
+
1
6
∂2+g+ −
z
36
∂3+g+
H8 =
1
6z2
(
g+ + g−
)− 1
6z
∂+g+ +
1
12
∂2+g+ −
z
36
∂3+g+ +
z2
144
∂4+g+ (B.6)
The functions f±, g± are related to the quantities in the connection (B.1) and (B.2) as follows
∂3+f+ =
2pi
k
TR(x+), ∂5+g+ = −
72pi
k
WR(x+)
∂3−f− =
2pi
k
T¯L(x−), ∂5−g− = −
72pi
k
W¯L(x−) (B.7)
Imposing the finiteness of the gauge transformation g in the limit z → 0 imposes conditions
relating f+, g+ to f−, g− at the interface where z = 0, i.e. x+ = x−(
g+(x
+) + g−(x−)
)∣∣∣
z=0
= 0,
(
f+(x
+) + f−(x−)
)∣∣∣
z=0
= 0, (B.8)
Using (B.7) and the fact that at z = 0 one has ∂+ = −∂− the condition (B.8) translates into
matching conditions of the stress tensor T and W current on the two boundaries(
TR(x+)− T¯L(x−)
)∣∣∣
z=0
= 0,
(
WR(x+)− W¯L(x−)
)∣∣∣
z=0
= 0, (B.9)
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A completely analogous calculation for the barred gauge fields produces(¯
TR(x−)− TL(x+)
)∣∣∣
z=0
= 0,
(
W¯R(x−)−WL(x+)
)∣∣∣
z=0
= 0, (B.10)
16
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